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1. Abstract:

“SECULAR” means “NON RELIGIOUS”?... ‘RELIGION’ means “NON SECULAR”?...

i. Secularism doesn’t mean absence from “Casteism”?...

ii. Secularism doesn’t mean absence from “Ethnicism”?...

iii. Secularism doesn’t mean absence from “Egoism”?...

This scientific research focus that in History of Human race (Anthropological science) the first “Human Ancestors” considered lived in “KACHCHA THEEVU” (3,00,000 years ago) of Ancient India even much before the “Sun” emits first rays on “Earth”. The populations of Kachcha theevu shall be considered lived as huge “JOINT FAMILY” also called as “SECULAR SOCIETY”. Further the Kachcha theevu ancestors shall be called as “DALITS”. Dalit shall mean “TRANSFORMED POPULATION” (or) “BLACK BRAHMIN” (BLACK OBAMA).

This research further focus that during the course of expanding universe human ancestors who considered lived in “WHITE PLANET” (white mars) descended to Earth planet during “Dark Age” (or) ‘Plasma
age’. The populations of white planet shall be called as “VEDHAS”. Vedhas shall mean “NATURAL HUMAN” or “WHITE BRAHMIN” (BHARATH OBAMA).

The philosophy of White Brahmin, Black Brahmin shall be distinguished as indicated below.

(i)

(ii)
“VEDHAISM, SECULARISM shall be considered as the distinguished state of “ETHICS” (Life philosophy) derived during different phases of Universe. VEDHAISM shall mean supernatural philosophy having “UPWARD GRAVITY”. SECULARISM shall mean natural philosophy having “DOWNWARD GRAVITY”. The “DEMOCRACY” and other democracy based “ETHOS” shall be considered evolved from the principle of fundamental secularism. The vedhaism, secularism shall alternatively called “WHITE CRYSTAL” and “DARK CRYSTAL” respectively”.

- M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian.
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3. Introduction:

Case study shows that in the history of “Post Vedic India” the populations of India were classified under fundamental five categories based on the philosophy of VARNAS (Coloured human). If so what is the source of Vedhaism, Secularism?... who has given the philosophy of Vedhaism, Secularism?...

This scientific research focus that the Vedhaism shall be considered as life philosophy of white Brahmins and secularism shall be considered
as life philosophy of Black Brahmins. Vedhaism is like “REAL” (Super nature) secularism is like IMAGE (Nature) having distinguished varied genetic and directional properties.

Further the philosophy of “vedhaism” shall be considered originated from supernatural musical sound pronounced as “AUM”. AUM shall mean “Virgin Cosmo Energy” or ‘White spectrum’ responsible for existence of all matters and celestial bodies of universe.

(i)

(ii)

(i) Right dot is PROTON (Like “DNA”)
ii) Left dot is ELECTRON (Like “HORMONE”)

iii) Centre dot is PHOTON (like “RNA”)

“The philosophy of various other kinds of sounds like Devam, Deivam, Keetham, Paramam, Pramam, Karmam, Dharmam, Saivam, Vainavam, Lalitham, Sangeetham, Thiravidam, Ariyam, Gem, Platinum, Pavalam, Vairam, Thankam, Ratnam, Annam, Amutham, Bharatham, Thayakam, Manicham, Pattinam, Natiyam, Mutham, Saptham, Ratham, Nathm, Selvam, Veeram, Ramam, Rankam, Sankam, Sankaram, Kappiam, Valluvam, Sorkkam, Narakam, etc. might be derived from the philosophy of single origin and “Truth” of “AUM”.

- Author.

4. Hypothesis and Narrations

a) Philosophy of “VEDHAISM”?...

It is hypothesized that vedhaism shall be considered as Supernatural law responsible for existence of all matters of Universe. PRAMAM shall be considered as the Billions of Natural white matters originated from single origin of vedhaism as described below. “AUM” is like driving force of “PRAMAM”.
b) Philosophy of “SECULARISM”?…

It is hypothesized that VEDHAISM, SECULARISM shall be considered as genetically varied form of ETHICS in the expanding Universe for “sustainability of life” and prosperity of life. Vedhaism is like white crystal (Absolute white body). Secularism is like Dark crystal (Absolute black body) as described below.
“WHITE” means “GOOD”, “POSITIVE”?...

“DARK” means BAD, NEGATIVE?...

NO... NO... NO...

i) VEDHAISM is like “INTEGRITY”
   SECULARISM is like “HONESTY”

ii) VEDHAISM is like OLD SONG
    SECULARISM is like NEW SONG

iii) VEDHAISM is like “VEISTY”
     SECULARISM is like “PANT”

- Author.
c) Philosophy of “SECULAR UNIVERSE”?...

It is hypothesized that the early Universe shall be considered as absolutely VOID without existence of any matter and various matters considered evolved in three stages of nuclear age say Gamma age, Beta age, Alpha age from J-RADIATION. The J-Radiation shall be considered as fundamental vedham and Gamma, Beta, Alpha shall be considered as three varied vedhams in three nuclear age. The Philosophy of void and secular Universe shall be distinguished as below.

(i)

Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation)
d) Philosophy of “SECULAR INDIA”?...

It is hypothesized that the Philosophy of origin of ancient India shall be considered as in four stages such as dark India, proto Indo, post Indo, pre modern India. The pre modern India shall be considered as SECULAR INDIA (Developing nation). The Philosophy of Dark India, Secular India shall be distinguished as below.
(i)

ETHIA
(Dark Continent)

(ii)

(SECULAR INDIA)
INDO (ETHIA) shall be considered as “DARK CRYSTAL” (absolute black body). All “GLOBAL NATIONS” shall be considered as "COLOURFUL GEMS" of INDO exists under varied environment condition with genetically varied wavelength, frequency, characteristics of radiation. In other words Indo shall mean “MOTHER” of nations.

- Author

e) Philosophy of “SECULAR RELIGION”?...

It is focused that “RELIGION” shall be considered as driving force for promoting “PEACE” and “SUSTAINABILITY OF LIFE”. Absolute pure religion shall mean religion which have no sense of CASTEISM, ETHNICISM, EGOISM.

HUMAN SOUL

SECULARISM VEDHAISM

(SECULAR RELIGION)
I. SECULARISM is like COMMONSENSE (like LOVE)
II. VEDHAISM is like INTELLIGENCE (like MERCY)
III. HUMAN SOUL is like INTUITION (like HOPE)

f) Philosophy of “DALIT”?...
DALIT means “LOWER CASTE”?...
DALIT means “UNTOUCHABLE”?....
DALIT means “IGNORANT”?....
NO... NO... NO .......
DALIT shall mean “DARK CRYSTAL”
DALIT shall mean “BLACK BRAHMIN”
DALIT shall mean “DARK SPECTRUM”

It is further hypothesized that during the course of expanding universe, dalit shall be considered as “TRANSFORMATION STAGE” of Human Ancestor attains “New genetic value” as described below:

(i)

VEDHA
(Deva)
g) RAMA is SECULAR?...

It is hypothesized that “RAMA” shall be considered as ‘Human Ancestor’ of EARTH PLANET lived in KACHCHA THEEVU (3,000,000 years ago) lived as a huge joint family also called as “SECULAR SOCIETY” having no sense of CASTEISM, ETHNICISM, EGOISM.
(i) Dark Law

Dark Matter

Dark Energy

J

Right Fool

Left Fool

RAMA
(Secular Father)

(ii)

SEETHA
(Secular Mother)
h) Philosophy of “VEDHA SCRIPT”?...

It is hypothesized Vedha script considered developed by “White Brahmin” in the early universe when lived in white planet. They shall be considered expert in Astronomy, space Architect science. The three-in-one script used by “VEDHAS” shall be considered associated with relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON.

(i)
The age of VEDHA SCRIPT shall be considered around 5,00,000 years ago and all other script shall be considered derived from the “AUM” script.

Case study on Vedhaism and Secularism:

i) Para Brahman (Supreme Brahman) Superior to liberated souls and even in impersonal Brahman

- Dvaita Vedanta

ii) He Who Has Won The Three Fold Lore (Self Denival, Holy Life, Control) And Who Will Never Be Reborn In Brahma.

- Buddha (Suttanipatta 656)
iii) Vishnu means whole Universe. The Universe is covered by three steps of Vishnu

- Brahmananda Purana

iv) My reward is with me to give every man according as his work shall be

- Holy Bible

v) Secularism means promoting a social order separate from religion, without actively dismissing (or) criticizing religious belief.

- George Jacob Holyoake

George Jacob Holyoake (1817–1906), British writer who coined the term "secularism."
5. Conclusion:

In Indian National Anthem the last line is sung as JAYA... JAYA...
JAYA... JAYAHE... What it means?...

It is speculated that “JAYA” is considered “VEDHA SLOGAN” of
SECULAR INDIA meaning “OUR MOTHER” (J-RADIATION). Further
Vande Matharam, Bharat Matha Ki Jai shall be considered as vedha
Slogan of previous era.
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